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So, I’m sitting here watching one of the greatest sports movies ever! “Hoosiers”? Nope. 
“Remember the Titans”? Nope. “Rocky 14”? Nope. “Little Giants,” baby! 
 
There is a poignant segment which totally relates to today’s article. In one scene, the 
Cowboys’ Spike Hammersmith doles out a cheap shot on the star player for the Giants. 
The Cowboys’ coach looks at Spike’s dad and tells him that his son’s behavior was 
unacceptable. The dad says he was just trying to help the team win, and the Cowboys’ 
coach responded with, and I paraphrase, “Not like that.”  
 
True winners know that there is a way to win, and just because a player wins, doesn’t 
mean that they’re a true winner. 
 
You know you’re a winner when you don’t cheat to do so. Real winners do not cheat by 
using illegal performance-enhancing drugs. In a recent interview, former NFL champion 
Joseph Fauria said that there was pressure to cheat to seek an “extra edge.” He admitted 
to purchasing some PEDs and considered using them, but chose not to. Fauria can now 
look at himself in the mirror and know that he won the right way. 
 
Hey, there’s no pressure to cheat. That whole pressure thing is a false concept which 
society uses as an excuse to explain someone’s losing behavior. There’s only a lack of 
character, and those who use PEDs to win are only showing losing behavior. If someone 
offers you PEDs or pressures you to take them, character-up and shut them down. They 
are truly losers who are only trying to harm you. 
 
You know you’re a winner when you don’t show up your opponent. It’s really 
unfortunate that today’s athletes have to see so much of this. Regularly, television 
highlights (lowlights, actually) show one player showing up another by their actions, 
mainly by taunting or being disrespectful. It might be that stupid eyeglass thing after 
making a 3-pointer or standing over someone after tackling them. Ask T.J. McDonald of 
USC football how much he hurt his team by doing that last year. 
 
You know you’re a winner when you celebrate the achievement and not yourself. 
Football is full of those who are what I call self-ebrators. Celebrating yourself instead of 
the accomplishment is anything but winning, but, hey, it gets them on TV. Upon making 
a winning play, Cam Newton does that Superman thing, yet had more of a super-losing 
season last year and it continues this exhibition season.  
 



While Colin Kaepernick was kissing his biceps for some lame reason, his opponent, Joe 
Flacco, was kissing the Lombardi Trophy as a Super Bowl winning quarterback. And that 
“Johnny Heisman” dude at Texas A&M had better stop imitating Newton and start 
watching Drew Brees or Tom Brady. As I reviewed Super Bowl winning quarterbacks, I 
realized that Joe Montana, Doug Williams and Eli Manning didn’t do any of this self-
ebrating and have rings to show it’s unnecessary.  
 
What do winners do (WDWD)? Athletes, listen. You know I love this whole winning 
thing. I love watching champions at their winning best. My job with this article each 
week is to help you understand the components, behavior and dynamics of winning. But 
when it comes to winning, there are certain conditions which reinforce what true winning 
is all about. The bottom line is that there’s a proper way to win and anything less is not 
winning at all. Got it? Good. 
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